what was expected in Malaysia.    As part of pre-deployment
administration, the South Australian Criminal Investigation Bureau
(CIB) was called in to give an insight of what a high calibre
ammunition can do to a human body on impact. Actual crime scene
photographs were provided by CIB prior to deployment to
Butterworth. We were required to complete a Will which was sent to
Central Army Records (CARO) in Melbourne .   We also had to pack
all our equipment (DP1) to take with us, ensuring that we would not
be requiring anything to be issued while at Butterworth.
Upon arrival at Butterworth, the first few days was orientation of the
base, was carried out and lectures was provided in reference to
areas we were not to visit, photographs of known Communist
personnel and live footage of Malaysian Armed Forces patrols,
engaging with the Enemy (En) and what we were to except when
contact was made whilst in country. We were advised if any soldiers
that were Charged disobeying an order , the Punishment awarded
were the same as those in War. We were briefed that whenever we
left the Base, to ensure we were always accompanied by members of
the company. When departing the Base, you could see the Malaysian
Guards at the gates carried loaded weapons, which was a stark
reminder that not everything was peaceful in Malaysia.  
Every time we were rostered for QRF, we were given a full orders
group including Rules of Engagement (ROE) which told us why and
when we were to load our weapons and what actions we were to
take if required. - up to and including the use of lethal force if we
were fired upon. We were to treat each deployment of the QRF as if
there had been a breach of the Base Perimeter which had warning
signs inscribed “ Stop in English and Malay” and a drawing of a
Soldier’s Rifle shooting a human.    Whilst at RCB we conducted
weapons training, patrolling and Riot Control where the Platoon (PL)
would go into a “Box Formation” one solder (Marksman) would be

loaded with live ammunition and the rest of the PL with blanks and a
spare Magazine containing 20 rounds of live ammunition in their
basic pouch if required.   The PL Commander would provide
information on the target and on his command we all would
fire.    This training was carried out within the confines of the Base,
we did not do any training with any Malaysian defence Forces during
our deployment to RCB. We completed live firing of 9mm pistol and
completed a live firing of section weapons at a Firing Range that we
had to travel to by vehicle which was a considerable distance from
the Base – while we were in transit to the Firing Range each vehicle
carried live ammunition for our section weapons. At night whilst the
Platoon slept there was roving Picquets on duty and their weapons
were in the Loaded Condition.
With all the loaded weapons being carried at the Base, which
convinced us that we were not as safe as we had expected to be –
even though the briefings we had before departure from Australia
and when we arrived, it did not fully prepare us for what we found
when we arrived. I consider that the duties we actually did at RCB is
definitely in line with what is expected of a member of the ADF, but
is not what we were told or expected.   As per the Official Secrets Act
we signed, nothing of what occurred at RCB has been relayed in any
medium by me, other than in this submission.
I am prepared to give this and further oral evidence if given the
opportunity to appear before an independent inquiry (personally or
by telephone).
Regards
Brad Wolff
Emil:
Mobile:

